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Welcome to EAJ 2022 in Tartu

On behalf of the Institute of Mathematics and Statistics of University of Tartu and Estonian ActuarialSociety, we are delighted to welcome you to the 5th European Actuarial Journal conference inTartu, Estonia (August 22–24, 2022). The aim of the conference is to bring together practicingactuaries and academics to discuss current topics in the insurance industry and to examine linksbetween actuarial theory and practice.

Local organizing committee
Meelis Käärik (Chair)Anastassia KoldeAnnika KruttoKristi KuljusAveli MölderAnne SelartIndra SuviMikk Vikerpuur
Volunteers:Triinu JaksonKaari KuusMadis Uljam TeuliRichard ToomArtur Tuttar
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Programme committee

Kalev Pärna, Tartu (Chair)Hansjörg Albrecher, Lausanne (Editor-in-Chief of EAJ)Tim Boonen, AmsterdamGriselda Deelstra, BruxellesBoualem Djehiche, StockholmAlfredo Egidio dos Reis, LisbonJulia Eisenberg, WienJose Garrido, Concordia, MontrealMeelis Käärik, TartuTõnu Kollo, TartuRalf Korn, KaiserslauternStephane Loisel, LyonErmanno Pitacco, TriesteMatthias Scherer, MünchenJaanus Sibul, TallinnRuodu Wang, Waterloo
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Keynote speakers

Annamaria Olivieri
Annamaria Olivieri is Professor of Mathematical Methods for Economics, Actuarial Science andFinance at the Department of Economics and Management of University of Parma (Italy). Sheis an Associate Investigator of CEPAR, UNSW (Sydney). She is Associate Editor of the EuropeanActuarial Journal and editorial board member of Risks. Her research interests include life andhealth insurance modelling and actuarial risk management. Her work has been published (amongthe others) in Insurance: Mathematics and Economics, Astin Bulletin, Annals of Actuarial Science,European Actuarial Journal, Risks.

Martin Eling
Martin Eling is Director of the Institute of Insurance Economics and Professor for InsuranceManage-ment at the University of St. Gallen. He is doing empirical research in the intersection of insurancebusiness, economics, and mathematics. His research interests include a broad range of topicsincluding strategic management, financial management, risk management, and asset management.The current agenda includes new research topics such as cyber risk, microinsurance, and long-termcare. His research has been awarded by several leading institutions including the American Risk andInsurance Association (ARIA), the Casualty Actuarial Society (CAS), and the National Association ofInsurance Commissioners (NAIC). Moreover, he had visiting positions at the University of Torinoand Urbino (both in Italy). He is also board member of Concordia, one of Switzerland’s largesthealth insurance companies.

Julien Trufin
Julien Trufin is Associate Professor of Actuarial Science in the Department of Mathematics at theFree University of Brussels (ULB, Belgium). His research interests include risk classification, lossreserving and credibility theory. He is co-editor of the European Actuarial Journal and associateeditor of ASTIN Bulletin and Methodology and Computing in Applied Probability. His work ispublished in (among others) Insurance: Mathematics and Economics, Scandinavian ActuarialJournal, North American Actuarial Journal, ASTIN Bulletin and the European Actuarial Journal.
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Gauss prize

To support and motivate especially scientists and young actuaries to investigate open actuarialquestions, the German Society for Insurance and Financial Mathematics (DGVFM) and GermanAssociation of Actuaries have established the annual Gauss Prize in 1998.
It awards up to three papers with high practical relevance. The aim is to build bridges betweenactuarial science and the insurance and finance industry. Since 2019 the prize is given out to bestcontributions to the European Actuarial Journal.
The Gauss Prize 2021 of the DGVFM for the best paper in the EAJ in that calendar year will beawarded to Łukasz Delong, Mathias Lindholm andMarioWüthrich for their paperMaking Tweedie’s
compound Poisson model more accessible. The paper appeared in Vol. 11/1 of the EAJ in openaccess (https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13385-021-00264-3) and abstract is also givenbelow.

23 Aug10:00

Making Tweedie’s compound Poisson model more accessible

Łukasz Delong, Mathias Lindholm and Mario V. Wüthrich

The most commonly used regression model in general insurance pricing is the compound Poissonmodel with gamma claim sizes. There are two different parametrizations for this model: thePoisson-gamma parametrization and Tweedie’s compound Poisson parametrization. Insuranceindustry typically prefers the Poisson-gamma parametrization. We review both parametrizations,provide new results that help to lower computational costs for Tweedie’s compound Poissonparameter estimation within generalized linear models, and we provide evidence supporting theindustry preference for the Poisson-gamma parametrization.
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Useful Information

Coffee breaks and lunches are served in the foyer and Delta Café. All the coffe breaks and lunchesare included in the conference fee.
Wi-Fi is available at the conference venue. You can use eduroam or ut-public network.
The freewalking tour onMonday starts at 17:30 from the conference venue and lasts about 2 hours.
Conference dinnerwill take place in BargeHall (Lodjakoda), which is located at about 10minutewalk-ing distance from the conference venue along the picturesque riverside of Emajõgi. BargeHall servesas a building place of wooden ships and as the exhibition place of their history, it is also an event cen-tre. Seemore at https://www.lodi.ee/barge-hall or https://arhitektuuripreemiad.ee/en/object/barge-chamber/The dinner is served in buffet style, recommended dress code: casual and comfortable.
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Sponsors

Platinum sponsor

Swedbank is the largest bank in Estonia as it has more than 850,000 private and 130,000 businesscustomers.
Swedbank offers a wide selection of financial services, including accounts, mortgages, insurances,credit cards, loans, pensions and investments, both for private customers and companies. The goalis to help people and companies keep their finances in order over the long term. Swedbank followsthree guiding values in all of their activities: they aspire to be open, simple and caring.

Gold sponsor

The Estonian Insurance Association (EKsL) is a professional association that unites all of the insurersoperating in Estonia.
The EKsL operates as the central insurance organisation that represents the interests of insurers,promotes the development of insurance activities, harmonises the insurance practices of itsmembers and implements cross-market solutions for damage prevention.
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Timetable

Sunday, August 21

19:00-22:00 Welcome reception at the White Hall of the University of Tartu Museum

Monday, August 22
KL: Keynote LecturePS: Parallel session
8:00–17:30 Registration is open (at info desk)8:30–9:00 Morning coffee9:00–9:30 Opening ceremony9:30–10:30Room 1037 KL Martin ElingUniversity of St. Gallen Is cyber risk insurable?
10:30–11:00 Coffee break

11:00–12:40 PS1 Room 1019 Mortality modelling
Room 1020 Ruin probabilities12:40–14:00 Lunch break

14:00–15:20 PS2 Room 1019 Advances in life insurance
Room 1020 Special types of risk processes15:20–15:40 Coffee break

15:40–17:20 PS3 Room 1019 Multi-state models in life insurance
Room 1020 Measuring risks17:30 Walking tour
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Parallel session 1, Monday 11:00-12:40
Mortality modelling, Room 1019

Chair: Michèle Vanmaele

Benjamin Roelants du Vivier Impact of correlation between interest rates and mortalityrates on the value of a zero-coupon survival bond
Jens Robben Dealing with mortality shocks in a stochasticmulti-population mortality model
Alaric J.A. Müller Joint lifetime modelling with mIPH distributions
Peter Hieber Mortality credits within large survivor funds

Ruin probabilities, Room 1020

Chair: Alfredo D. Egídio dos Reis

Stéphane Loisel Optimal prevention strategies in the classical risk model
Jonas Sprindys The Gerber-Shiu discounted penalty function for thebi-seasonal discrete time risk model
Naoyuki Ishimura Efficient numerical computation of the ruin probability
Jonas Šiaulys Martingale approach to derive Lundberg-type inequalities
Artur Sepp Modeling implied volatility surfaces of crypto options
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Parallel session 2, Monday 14:00-15:20
Advances in life insurance, Room 1019

Chair: Griselda Deelstra

Jinbo Zhao A model for multifactorial genetic disorders to quantify theimpact of polygenic risk scores on lifeinsurance: asimulation based model using heartattack as a case study
Jannes Tjark Rastedt Actuarial calculations for reserve-dependent payments inlife insurance under information shrinkage
Julian Jetses A general surplus decomposition principle in life insurance
Jennifer Alonso-García A hybrid variable annuity contract embedded with livingand death benefit riders

Special types of risk processes, Room 1020

Chair: Martin Eling

Rui Cardoso On a penalty function in the Erlang renewal dual riskmodel under independent randomised observations
Dina Finger Ruin and profitability in Bitcoin mining: analysis of poolsand empirical evidence
Jose Miguel Flores-Contró On a risk process with deterministic investment andmultiplicative jumps - an application to poverty trapping
Jose Miguel Flores-Contró The role of direct cash transfers towards extreme povertyalleviation - an Omega risk process
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Parallel session 3, Monday 15:40-17:20
Multi-state models in life insurance, Room 1019

Chair: Jennifer Alonso-García

Jamaal Ahmad Statistical inference in an aggregated Markov chain modelin life insurance
Theis Bathke Two-dimensional forward and backward transition rates
Oscar Peralta Homogeneous approximations of time-inhomogeneoussemi-Markov life insurance models
Oliver Lunding Sandqvist IBNR and RBNS models in multi-state life insurance
Christian Furrer Extension of as-if-Markov modeling to scaled payments

Measuring risks, Room 1020

Chair: Stéphane Loisel

Rodrigue Kazzi Assessing model uncertainty for log-symmetricdistributions
Christian Laudagé Combining multi-asset and intrinsic risk measures
Saulius Paukštys Tails of moments of sums with heavy-tailed summands andapplications to the Haezendonck-Goovaerts risk measure
Gero Junike Representation of concave distortions and applications
Hang Nguyen Calculation of risk measures of variable annuity portfoliosusing neural network
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Tuesday, August 23

8:30–14:00 Registration is open (at info desk)8:30–9:00 Morning coffee

9:00–10:00Room 1037 KL Annamaria OlivieriUniversity of Parma
Flexibility in annuity benefits in view ofmortality/longevity uncertainty andindividuals’ longevity risk appetite (orunawareness)10:00–10:30Room 1037 Gauss prize/EAJ 2021 best paper session*

10:30–11:00 Coffee break

11:00–12:40 PS4 Room 1019 Pensions
Room 1020 Risk management and mitigation12:40–14:00 Lunch break

14:00–15:40 PS5 Room 1019 Longevity
Room 1020 Dependence modelling15:40–16:00 Coffee break

16:00–18:00 PS6 Room 1019 Advances in reinsurance and related areas
Room 1020 Valuation and reserving19:00–23:00 Conference dinner at Barge Hall

*Gauss prize/EAJ 2021 best paper session:Łukasz Delong, Mathias Lindholm and Mario V. Wüthrich
Making Tweedie’s compound Poisson model more accessible,presented by Łukasz Delong and Mathias Lindholm.
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Parallel session 4, Tuesday 11:00-12:40
Pensions, Room 1019

Chair: Jaanus Sibul

Ivan Alexis Fonseca Diaz Optimal multiperiod mixture between pay-as-you-go andfunded financial systems for social security
Onofre Simões Development of a tool for making projections in DCpension schemes
AbrahamHernández-Pacheco A probability of ruin approach to optimize pension fundinvestments
Jennifer Alonso-García Public pension schemes – intergenerational risk sharing
Marlene Koch Mandatory pension saving and homeownership

Risk management and mitigation, Room 1020

Chair: Tim Boonen

Gabriela Zeller Optimal price structure of cyber insurance policies withrisk mitigation services
Griselda Deelstra A multi-curve HJM factor model for pricing and riskmanagement
Tachfine El Alami Risk aggregation under IFRS 17: An ultimate run-offadaptation of Solvency 2 elliptic aggregation
Karim Barigou Surveillance of actuarial assumptions in the Enterprise RiskManagement framework
Roberto Carcache Flores A new approach to Markowitz portfolio optimization usingruin-based outcomes
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Parallel session 5, Tuesday 14:00-15:40
Longevity, Room 1019

Chair: Annamaria Olivieri

Michèle Vanmaele Mortality/longevity risk-minimization with or withoutsecuritization
Indradeb Chatterjee Social welfare under restricted risk classification
Tahir Choulli How mortality and/or longevity risks impact log-optimalportfolio?
Wojciech Otto Model of lifetable evolution Part 1: Extracting calendar andcohort effects form the data
Wojciech Otto Model of lifetable evolution Part 2: Time series model withstochastically varying drift

Dependence modelling, Room 1020

Chair: Tõnu Kollo

Martynas Manstavičius Diversity of bivariate concordance measures
Christopher Blier-Wong Exchangeable FGM copulas
Christopher Blier-Wong Micro-level collective risk models under FGM dependence
Alfredo D. Egídio dos Reis Risk model with dependent frequency and severity,premium and ruin probability calculation
Jorge Yslas Phase-type mixture-of-experts regression for loss severities
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Parallel session 6, Tuesday 16:00-18:00
Advances in reinsurance and related areas, Room 1019

Chair: Kalev Pärna

Tim J Boonen Revisiting Arrow’s problem in a sequential game
Yevhen Havrylenko Risk-sharing in equity-linked insurance products:Stackelberg equilibrium between an insurer and a reinsurer
Alexandra Bugalho de Moura On the impact of dependences and constraints in theoptimal reinsurance treaty
Thijs Kamma Dual formulation of the optimal consumption problemwith multiplicative habit formation
Romain Gauchon On the use of convolution order for expected utilitydifferentiation and optimization
Eva Verschueren Red light, green light: gaussian process regression tovalidate capped volatility swaps

Valuation and reserving, Room 1020

Chair: Boualem Djehiche

Marcin Szatkowski One-year and ultimate reserve risk in Mack Chain Laddermodel
Henning Zakrisson A collective reserving model with claim openness
Mathias Lindholm Bias regularisation, dispersion modelling, andauto-tariffication
Filip Lindskog Multiple-prior valuation of cash flows subject to capitalrequirements
Nils Engler Convergence and robustness to model uncertainty inmultiple period valuation problems
Lorenzo Marchi On fair pricing via regularization
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Wednesday, August 24
8:30–12:00 Info desk is open8:30– 9:00 Morning coffee

9:00–10:00Room 1037 KL Julien TrufinFree University of Brussels
Non-life insurance pricing: boostingtrees and diagnostic tools to comparecompeting models10:00–10:30 Coffee break

10:30–12:10 PS7 Room 1019 Long-term care
Room 1020 Machine learning methods in insurance12:15–12:30Room 1037 Closing ceremony

12:30–14:00 Lunch

Parallel session 7, Wednesday 10:30-12:10
Long-term care, Room 1019

Chair: Peter Hieber

Aleksandr Shemendyuk Study of institutionalized elderly profiles derived frommultiple health factors
Aleksandr Shemendyuk Determinants of institutional long-term care of dependentelderly in Switzerland
Andrey Ugarte On the drivers of potential customers’ interest in long-termcare insurance: evidence from Switzerland
Andrey Ugarte Are long-term care insurance customers likely to comewith greater risks for insurers? Reflections and simulationsfrom a survey in Switzerland

Machine learning methods in insurance, Room 1020

Chair: Julien Trufin

Łukasz Delong The use of autoencoders for training deep neural networkswith mixed categorical and numerical features
Freek Holvoet Neural networks for frequency-severity modelling: abenchmark study from data preprocessing steps totechnical tariff
Bernard Wong Ensemble distributional forecasting for insurance lossreserving
Lina Palmborg Premium control with reinforcement learning
Bavo DC Campo Insurance fraud network data simulation machine:Synthetic data sets and fraud detection strategies
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List of Abstracts

KL

22 Aug9:30Room 1037

Is cyber risk insurable?

Martin Eling

University of St. Gallen, Switzerland, martin.eling@unisg.ch

We use data on cyber losses and model the potential market equilibrium for cyber insurance todocument a market failure when portfolios of cyber risk are constructed. This can be explained bythe distinct properties of cyber risk, namely heavy tails, strong (tail) dependencies, high costs dueto asymmetric information, and modelling risk. Our results help to explain why many insurancecompanies are reluctant to offer cyber insurance on a broad scale. We also discussways to overcomethe market failure. Our analyses expand results from catastrophic insurance and have implicationsfor corporate risk management and public policy.
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KL

23 Aug9:00Room 1037

Flexibility in annuity benefits in view of mortality/longevity
uncertainty and individuals’ longevity risk appetite

(or unawareness)

Annamaria Olivieri

University of Parma, Italy, annamaria.olivieri@unipr.it

Despite the growing need for individuals to protect their assets from the longevity risk to whichthey will be exposed after retirement, the demand for products offering longevity guarantees,namely annuities, remains low. Possible reasons include the cost of guarantees, but also the rigidityof the traditional annuity design, which implies an irreversible decision at issue. This contrasts withthe attitude of individuals who, because of their risk appetite or unawareness, seem to prefer topostpone final decisions in this regard. This way, they show a willingness to retain their longevityrisk up to some (high) age. On the other hand, traditional annuity designs expose the provider tothe aggregate longevity risk.Flexibility in the annuity design could, at least partially, reconcile the different needs of individualsand providers. Flexibility can be introduced in different ways. We address two solutions. First, theguarantees can be relaxed, and the related costs can be reduced, by allowing the benefit amountto fluctuate (up or down) according to a given mortality/longevity experience. Second, instead ofan upfront loading at issue, periodic fees could be adopted, as they are more suitable to support arevision of the arrangement after issue. While the literature includes already several contributionson mortality/longevity-linked benefits, a pricing structure based on periodic fees has received littleattention so far. We develop a discussion in this respect, considering mortality/longevity-linkedannuities.
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KL

24 Aug9:00 Room1037

Non-life insurance pricing: boosting trees and diagnostic tools to
compare competing models

Julien Trufin

Free University of Brussels, Belgium, julien.trufin@ulb.be

Thanks to its outstanding performances, boosting has rapidly gained wide acceptance amongactuaries. To speed up calculations, boosting is often applied to gradients of the loss function,not to responses (hence the name gradient boosting). When the model is trained by minimizingPoisson deviance, this amounts to apply the least-squares principle to raw residuals. This exposesgradient boosting to the same problems that lead to replace least-squares with Poisson GeneralizedLinearModels (GLM) to analyze low counts (typically, the number of reported claims at policy levelin lines). In a first time, this talk shows that boosting can be conducted directly on the responseunder Tweedie loss function and log-link, by adapting the weights at each step.Modern data science tools are effective to produce predictions that strongly correlate withresponses. Model comparison can therefore be based on the strength of dependence betweenresponses and their predictions. Positive expectation dependence turns out to be attractive inthat respect. In a second time, the present talk proposes an effective testing procedure for thisdependence concept and applies it to compare two models. Empirical illustrations using insuranceloss data demonstrate the relevance of the approach formodel selection in supervised learning. Themost positively expectation dependent predictor can then be autocalibrated to obtain its balance-corrected version that appears to be optimal with respect to Bregman, or forecast dominance.Under autocalibration, it is shown that Lorenz curve and concentration curve coincide and that theintegral of the concentration curve is equivalent to Gini coefficient.
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22 AugPS3

Statistical inference in an aggregated Markov chain model
in life insurance

Jamaal Ahmad1 and Mogens Bladt2

1University of Copenhagen, Denmark, jamaal@math.ku.dk
2University of Copenhagen, Denmark, bladt@math.ku.dk

Keywords: multi-state life insurance, aggregated Markov chains, inhomogeneous phase-typedistributions, Markov chain Monte Carlo methods, EM algorithms
In multi-state life insurance, the random pattern of states of the insured is usually assumedto follow a time-inhomogeneous Markov jump process on a finite state space. In these kinds ofmodels, there exists a wide variety of well-known methods for statistical inference based on dataof the trajectories of the states. In the context of phase-type distributions, this setting leads tosojourn times in the different states that follows one-dimensional inhomogeneous phase-typedistributions, cf. [1].In this talk, we introduce a so-called aggregated Markov chain model in life insurance, wherewe assign a number of micro states to each biometric macro state, leading to sojourn times inmacro states following inhomogeneous phase-type distributions of general dimension. Since theobservable data is the trajectories of the macro states only, this extension leads to incomplete data.By assuming piecewise constant transition rates on micro level, we develop algorithms for bothparametric and non-parametric estimation of said transition rates using EM algorithms and Markovchain Monte Carlo methods (MCMC), respectively, extending the work of [2, 3]. The talk endswith an application of the algorithms on simulated data from a time-inhomogeneous semi-Markovmodel as that of [4], which serves to illustrate possibilities and limitations of our extended modelin actuarial applications.

References
[1] Albrecher, H., Bladt, M. (2019). Inhomogeneous phase-type distributions and heavy tails. Journal

of Applied Probability 56(4), 1044–1064.
[2] Albrecher, H., Bladt, M., Yslas, J. (2022). Fitting inhomogeneous phase-type distributions todata: the univariate and the multivariate case. Scandinavian Journal of Statistics 49(1), 44–77.
[3] Bladt, M., Gonzalez, A., Lauritzen, S.L. (2003). The estimation of phase-type related functionalsusing Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. Scandinavian Actuarial Journal 2003(4), 280–300.
[4] Hoem, J.M. (1972). Inhomogeneous semi-Markov processes, select actuarial tables, andduration-dependence in demography. In T.N.E. Greville, editor, Population Dynamics, pages251–296. Academic Press, New York.
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23 AugPS4

Public pension schemes – intergenerational risk sharing

Hélène Morsomme1, Jennifer Alonso-García2 and Pierre Devolder3

1Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium, helene.morsomme@uclouvain.be
2Universite Libre De Bruxelles, Belgium, CEPAR, Netspar, jennifer.alonso.garcia@ulb.be

3Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium, pierre.devolder@uclouvain.be

Keywords: public pension, intergenerational risk sharing, risk analysis, hybrid scheme, automaticbalance mechanism
Population ageing undermines the traditional social security pension system. Most Europeancountries have a pay-as-you-go (PAYG) and defined benefit (DB) public pension system. In thiscontext, guaranteed benefits could hardly be held and the demographic risk due to ageing wouldbe entirely borne by an increase of the contributions paid by the active workers [1, 3].To avoid a dramatic increase of the contributions and in order to maintain simultaneouslythe financial sustainability and the social adequacy of the public pension system, risk sharingof the demographic risk between workers and different retired generations seems adequate.Proposed system is hybrid – intermediate plan between DB and DC (defined contribution) schemes– and includes an automatic balance mechanism (ABM) trough a simultaneous adaptation of thecontribution rate and the replacement rate [2, 4].Our purpose is to propose a risk sharing model based on intergenerational optimisation. Weapply the proposed model on data of the projection of the Belgian population and we develop astochastic analysis of the benefits and the contributions for specific scenarios: the extreme DB andDC schemes and an intermediate scheme with the Musgrave rule – constant replacement rate netof contributions.

References
[1] Alonso-García, J., Boado-Penas, M. D. C., Devolder, P. (2018). Adequacy, fairness and sustain-ability of pay-as-you-go-pension-systems: defined benefit versus defined contribution. The

European Journal of Finance 24(13), 1100-1122.
[2] Cairns, A. (2000). Some notes on the dynamics and optimal control of stochastic pension fundmodels in continuous time. ASTIN Bulletin: The Journal of the IAA 30(1), 19-55.
[3] Godínez-Olivares, H., del Carmen Boado-Penas, M., Haberman, S. (2016). Optimal strategiesfor pay-as-you-go pension finance: A sustainability framework. Insurance: Mathematics and

Economics 69, 117-126.
[4] Musgrave, R. A. (1981). A reappraisal of financing social security. Social security financing 89,109-20.
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23 AugPS5

Risk model with dependent frequency and severity, premium and
ruin probability calculation

Renata G. Alcoforado1,2 and Alfredo D. Egídio dos Reis1

1Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal, alfredo@iseg.ulisboa.pt
2Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil, alcoforado.renata@ufpe.br

Keywords: dependent risks, insurance risk model, premium calculation, ruin probability, real dataapplication
A common assumption made in classical risk theory with application in insurance modelling isthat the “claim counts" and the “claim severity" are independent. It may not be the case in manysituations. In recent times there have been authors working with models allowing some sort ofdependence, good examples with application in motor insurance are [4], [3] and [6]. Also, wemention [1], [2] and [5]. They use different methods to capture dependence, eg. the first and lastuse copulae and the second uses GLM.By using using real data from two different, but related, branches on housing and liabilityinsurance from an anonymous insurer, we work numerical illustrations. We consider dependencebetween claim counts and severity of claims, as well as among individual claims in order to estimatesubsequent premiums and corresponding ruin probabilities.We work formulae and numerical results for both ruin probabilities and adjusted premiums insome sort of models. We start from studying two separate compound Poisson models and studyexistence of dependence, then its size using appropriate methods, either copulae, regression ormixing Poisson parametrization. Our database has the novelty of not coming from automobileinsurance, thus bringing other challenges.

References
[1] Albrecher, H., Constantinescu, C., and Loisel, S. (2011). Explicit ruin formulas for models withdependence among risks. Insurance: Mathematics and Economics 48(2), 265–270.
[2] Andrade e Silva, J. and Centeno, L. (2017). Ratemaking of Dependent Risks. ASTIN Bulletin47(3), 875–894.
[3] Garrido, J., Genest, C., and Schulz, J. (2016). Generalized linear models for dependent frequencyand severity of insurance claims. Insurance: Mathematics and Economics 70, 205–215.
[4] Li, B., Ni, W., and Constantinescu, C. (2015). Risk models with premiums adjusted to claimsnumber. Insurance : Mathematics and Economics 65(2015), 94–102.
[5] Moura, A. and Centeno, L. (2020). Optimal Reinsurance of Dependent Risks. Forthcoming:

REVSTAT, https://www.ine.pt/revstat/pdf/OptimalReinsuranceofDependentRisks.pdf.
[6] Ni, W., Constantinescu, C., Egidio dos Reis, A. D., and Maume-Deschamps, V. (2020).Pricing foreseeable and unforeseeable risks in insurance portfolios. Working Papers,
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Recently there has been a growing interest in both the monitoring of insurance processes (e.g.the number of death tolls due to Covid-19) and Enterprise Risk management, but not on theinterplay between monitoring and risk management. Even though there is a rich literature instatistical process control, often simple moving averages are used in practice. In this paper, weshow how the CUSUM, one of the most popular sequential change-point detection procedures,can be efficiently used to detect an increase or decrease in the intensity of a counting process(see [1]) within the risk management framework. Several case studies are considered both in life(mortality and longevity risks) and non-life (automobile insurance). In particular, we discuss theconnection between the CUSUM and the risk appetite, and show that the CUSUM appears as aneffective key risk indicator and early warning of financial distress and declining profitability.
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[1] El Karoui, N., Loisel, S., and Salhi, Y. (2017). Minimax optimality in robust detection of a disordertime in doubly-stochastic Poisson processes. The Annals of Applied Probability 27(4), 2515-2538.
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Forward transition rates were originally introduced with the aim to evaluate life insuranceliabilities market-consistently. While this idea turned out to have its limitations, recent literaturerepurposes forward transition rates as a tool for avoiding Markov assumptions in the calculation oflife insurance reserves, see [1] and [2]. While life insurance reserves are some form of conditionalfirst-order moments, the calculation of conditional second-order moments needs an extensionof the forward transition rate concept from one dimension to two dimensions. Two-dimensionalforward transition rates are also needed for the calculation of path-dependent life insurance cash-flows as they occur upon contract modifications. Forward transition rates are designed for doingprospective calculations, and by a time-symmetric definition of so-called backward transition ratesone can do retrospective calculations.
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Collective risk models, in which the aggregate claim amount of a portfolio is defined as a sumof a random number (frequency) of random claim amounts (severities), play a crucial role. Inthese models, the classical approach is to assume that the random number of claims and theiramounts are independent, even if this might not always be the case [2, 3]. We consider a class ofcollective risk models, in which the dependence structure of the random number of claims and theindividual claim amounts is defined in terms of a multivariate Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM)copula. By leveraging a one-to-one correspondence between the family of FGM copulas and thefamily of multivariate symmetric Bernoulli random vectors [1], we find closed-form expressionsfor the moments and Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the aggregate claim amount. We examine thedependence properties of the proposed class of collective risk models. Even if the Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern copula may only inducemoderate dependence, we show through numerical examplesthat the cumulative effect of dependence can generate large ranges of values for the expectation,the variance, and risk measures (such as the Tail-Value-at-Risk) of the aggregate claim amount. Wepresent applications of the proposed class of collective risk models in various contexts of non-lifeinsurance.
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This paper revisits Arrow’s classical optimal reinsurance problem in a sequential game. Theinsurermaximizes expected utility. Under the expectation premiumprinciple, the insurer selects theoptimal indemnity function in response to the safety loading factor set by the reinsurer. Knowing theinsurer’s choice of indemnity function, the reinsurer adjusts the safety loading factor to maximizeits expected net profit. We derive the stop-loss structure as solution to this game. Moreover, wealso show that the solution to such a sequential game is Pareto optimal in the sense that no party’sinterest could be improved further without harming the other party’s interest. This verifies theefficiency of the sequential game. Some numerical examples are presented to demonstrate themain results.
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Traditionally, the detection of fraudulent insurance claims relies on business rules and expertjudgement which makes it a time-consuming and expensive process [1]. Consequently, researchershave been examining ways to develop an efficient and accurate fraud detection model. The use offeatures engineered from the social network of parties involved in a claim is a particularly promisingstrategy to flag potentially fraudulent claims (see for example [1, 2]). When developing a frauddetection model, however, we are confronted with several challenges. The uncommon nature offraud, for example, creates a high class imbalance which complicates the development of analyticclassification models. In addition, only a small number of claims are investigated and get a label,which results in a large corpus of unlabeled data. We design a simulation machine that is inspiredby the real non-life motor insurance data used in Óskarsdóttir et al. [1]. This data contains bothtraditional claims characteristics as well as social network features. When generating the syntheticdata, the user has control over several data-generating mechanisms. We can specify the totalnumber of policyholders and parties, the desired level of imbalance and the (effect size of the)features in the fraud generating model. Hereby, it enables researchers and practitioners to examineseveral methodological challenges as well as to back-test their (development strategy of) insurancefraud detection models in a range of different settings.
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Traditional Markowitz portfolio optimization selects portfolios based on criteria related to aninvestor’s risk appetite, ultimately measured only with a portfolio’s expected return and variance.This work proposes a new approach which incorporates ruin-based outcomes into the Markowitzframework. This approach uses copula simulations to model portfolios located along the EfficientFrontier, for a given basket of assets. A ruin-based outcome is programmed into the simulation,measuring the probability of a portfolio falling below a predetermined threshold or ruin level.Thus, the resulting optimal portfolio is Markowitz efficient and minimizes the probability of ruin.We will call this the Minimum Ruin Probability (MRP) portfolio. The results obtained suggest theMRP portfolios fall between those with minimum variance and those with the maximum Sharperatio, demonstrating the complex dynamics of volatility and returns that minimize ruin outcomes.Furthermore, the results have also shown parametric sensitivity, suggesting this framework is alsoflexible for different applications.
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We consider the dual risk model with financial application, where the random gains (or claims,using the primal insurance risk model) occur under a renewal process. Due to the mathematicalrobustness of the model we do not need to impose the usual economic condition, as shown by[2], despite the fact that the ruin probability being one when the condition is not respected. Weintroduce a Gerber-Shiu type of penalty function applied to the dual model and consider thatrandomised observations are set in place as [1] do for the primal or classical compound Poissoninsurance risk model.We go further than these authors by studying a renewal risk process, mention in particular theErlang(n) renewal model, and an independent observational Poisson process. Under these modelruin can only arise if it is indeed observed, we mean, the risk process may cross downwards thezero but ruin may not happen if it recovers before it can be observed.We develop integral and differential equations, from which we study solutions for some cases,and particularly solve numerically for some examples in full. We show some figures and graphsfrom some chosen numerical examples. We compare them, where possible, with those of [1]although worked for the primal compound Poisson risk model. Also with those of [3].Authors gratefully acknowledge support from Projects CEMAPRE/REM -UIDB/05069/2020 and CMA - UIDB/00297/2020 and UIDP/00297/2020 (Center for Mathematicsand Applications), financed by FCT/MCTES through national funds.
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This paper considers the effect of bans on insurance risk classification on utilitarian social welfare.We consider two regimes: full risk classification, where insurers charge the actuarially fair premiumfor each risk, and pooling, where risk classification is banned and for institutional or regulatoryreasons, insurers do not attempt to separate risk classes, but charge a common premium for allrisks.For iso-elastic insurance demand, we derive sufficient conditions on higher and lower risks’demand elasticities which ensure that utilitarian social welfare is higher under pooling than underfull risk classification. Using the concept of arc elasticity of demand, we extend the results to aform applicable to more general demand functions. Empirical evidence suggests that the requiredelasticity conditions for social welfare to be increased by a ban may be realistic for some insurancemarkets.Authors have already published the results in [1].
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We consider a market model with two flows of information, which are mathematically repre-sented by two filtrations. The smaller flow Fmodels the information about the financial marketwhich is available to all agents. The larger flowG incorporates additional information about theoccurrence of a death time τ . As death times can not be seen before their occurrence, this boilsdown to suppose mathematically thatG is the progressive enlargement of F with τ . In this setting,we quantify the impact of τ on the log-optimal portfolio when passing from the model (S,F, P ) tothe model (Sτ ,G, P ). In particular, we will answer the following:
1. Which types of risks induced by τ that really affect the Log-portfolio portfolio?
2. What are the conditions on τ (preferably in terms of information theoretic concepts such asentropy) that guarantee the existence of the log-optimal portfolio of (Sτ ,G, P ) when thatof (S,F, P ) already exists?
3. How Log-optimal portfolio can be described using the parameters of τ and those of the initialmodel (S,F, P )?
4. What are the factors that fully determine the increment in maximum expected logarithmic

utility from terminal wealth for the models (Sτ ,G, P ) and (S,F, P ), and how to quantifythem?
5. Comparing between our progressive setting and the insider setting in which the additionalinformation is known from the beginning.

This talk is based on works [1, 2, 3] with Sina Yansori (a former PhD).
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The crisis that hit the financial markets in 2008 had an enormeous influence upon interest-rate modelling. Since August 2007, spreads between interbank offered rates, like e.g. LIBOR andEURIBOR rates, and overnight-indexed swap (OIS) rates have been significant. Historical spreadsare (mostly) positive, are correlated and are ordered in function of the tenors.In this paper, wewill present amultiple-curvemodel which can be used both for riskmanagementand for pricing since we will model it under both the real-world measure P and the risk-neutralmeasure Q. Indeed, in this paper, we first consider a filtered probability space (Ω, F , (Ft)t, P)where P is the historical probability, also called the physical or real-world measure. We concentrateupon amodel withmultiplicative relative spreads, inspired by the HJM and affine factor approaches,which allows for correlated, positive and ordered spreads, as well as tractable valuation formulasfor some derivatives with optionality features. We will introduce the notion of δi-positive multi-

curve models which summarizes the properties of positive multiplicative spreads and orderedmultiplicative relative spreads. We start by formulating an HJM model under P andQ for both theOIS and XIBOR rates. For the latter, we will focus upon δi-XIBOR relative (instantaneous) forwardrates fi/i−1(t, T ), in order to capture more easily empirical observations with respect to differenttenors. We derive appropriate XIBOR HJM drift constraints, describe the dynamics of the differentforward rates and spreads under different measure changes (including forward measures) andpropose equivalent properties to check the δi-positivity. We further specify an explicit δi-positivemodel (under P andQ) based upon affine spread factor processes, which satisfies the XIBOR HJMdrift constraint as well as the δi-positivity constraints. Therefore, we use a Hull-White model forthe OIS short rates since the OIS rate can turn negative. On the other hand, we base the δi-XIBORrelative (instantaneous) forward rates fi/i−1(t, T ) upon Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) processes. In thisexplicit model, we show that it is easy to price linear financial products as well as interest-ratederivatives with optionality features. As an example, we derive the price of a caplet and of optionswith a payoff based upon XIBOR forward prices with different tenors.We perform on one hand a calibration of the model based upon cap prices. On the other hand,we do a full estimation of our proposed model under the historical probability by using a Kalmanfilter approach. Numerical results are included, and they confirm that the model performs verywell.
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We focus on modelling categorical features and improving predictive power of deep neuralnetworks with mixed categorical and numerical features. First, we study regular and denoisingautoencoders for categorical features in unsupervised learning problems. Second, we discusspossible architectures of neural networks in supervised learning problems which differ in the waycategorical features are concatenated with numerical features. Third, we investigate a learningalgorithm where we initialize parameters of a neural network in subsequent layers with repre-sentations of inputs learned with autoencoders for categorical and numerical data. We illustrateour techniques on a real insurance data set with motor claim numbers. We show that our newarchitecture of a neural network initialized with parameters derived from autoencoders and a jointembedding for all categorical features performs better, in terms of predictive power and stability ofcalibrations, than the classical architecture with random initialization of parameters and separateentity embeddings for each categorical feature. The approach from this paper could serve as analternative modelling technique used for training deep neural networks in practice.
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The standard IFRS 17 requires a risk adjustment to reflect the compensation the insurance entityrequires for bearing the uncertainty associated with non-financial risks. The risk adjustment is oneof the primary calculations in IFRS 17 disclosures and is an influential factor to profit reporting andallocation over time. IFRS 17 does not prescribe any specific techniques on calculation method-ologies; insurance entities are free to adopt their own while meeting several qualitative rules toensure its consistency. This paper focuses on the recommendations of the paragraph §B88 statingthat the risk adjustment is required to reflect the degree of diversification benefit for bearing therisk. We suggest a method for aggregating elementary risk adjustments based on the Solvency2 elliptical aggregation. We introduce the concept of ultimate run-off correlation as opposed toSolvency’s one-year correlation and provide a theoretical bridge between both depending on atime diversification parameter. We explore correlation structures involving this time diversificationand discuss analytical properties in terms of possible correlations values and the resulting impacton the aggregated RA behavior.
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Valuation and risk measurement in multiple period models, see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4], naturally lead tovalues that can be expressed as compositions of mappings which are conditional risk measures orconditional monetary utility functions. Computing such values explicitly by backward inductionis rarely possible and approximation using methods such as Least Squares Monte Carlo is oftennecessary.In this paper we analyse how changes in the multiple period model affects multiple period values.More precisely, we present results where conditional weak convergence for the multiple periodmodel imply convergence of multiple period values expressed as compositions of conditional riskmeasures and conditional monetary utility functions. We focus in particular on conditional weakconvergence to Gaussian limits which enables explicit computation of the corresponding limitsof compositions. A particular class of cash flow models appearing naturally in non-life insurancemodelling is studied in detail.
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The resource-consuming mining of blocks on a blockchain equipped with a proof of work con-sensus protocol bears the risk of ruin, namely when the operational costs for the mining exceedthe received rewards. In this talk we will discuss to what extent it is of interest to join a miningpool that reduces the variance of the return of a miner for a specified cost for participation. Usinginsights and techniques from ruin theory and risk sharing in insurance, we quantitatively studythe effects of pooling in this context and derive several explicit formulas for quantities of interest.The results will be illustrated in numerical examples for parameters of practical relevance. Further-more, some empirical evidence from the Bitcoin market will be presented and compared to thetheoretical results. In particular, we consider transaction fees attached to a block as part of theminer’s income.
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In this article, we consider a risk process with a deterministic investment and multiplicative jump(collapse) structure to model the capital of a household. Focusing on the trapping time of such aprocess, where trapping occurs when the capital level of a household falls into the area of poverty,from which it is difficult to escape without external help, we introduce a function analogous to theclassical Gerber-Shiu expected discounted penalty function, which incorporates information on thetrapping time, the capital surplus immediately before trapping and the capital deficit at trapping.The trapping time is analysed in terms of its Laplace transform via the infinitesimal generator ofthe capital process. Considering the remaining proportion of capital to be distributed as a specialcase of the beta distribution, closed-form expressions for quantities typically studied in classicalrisk theory, including the capital deficit at trapping and the trapping probability, are obtained.
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Trapping refers to the event when a household falls into the area of poverty. Households thatlive or fall into the area of poverty are said to be in a poverty trap, where a poverty trap is a stateof poverty from which it is difficult to escape without external help. Similarly, extreme poverty isconsidered as the most severe type of poverty, in which households experience severe deprivationof basic human needs. In this article, we consider an Omega risk process with deterministic growthand amultiplicative jump (collapse) structure tomodel the capital of a household. It is assumed that,when a household is not trapped, its capital surplus grows exponentially, whereas once trapped,the capital grows linearly only due to the external support of direct transfers (cash transfers) ofmoney provided by donors or governments. Under this model, we derive closed-form expressionsof the probability of extreme poverty, which only depends on the value of the capital at that timegiven by some extreme poverty rate function. For different extreme poverty rate functions, wepresent numerical examples to illustrate the role of cash transfers on extreme poverty dynamics.
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As an instrument to transfer part of the income of individuals in productive ages (active period)to their future unproductive lifetime (retirement period), social security systems could be assessedaccording to their ability to maximize the accumulated wealth of working generations at the timeof their retirement. In the existing literature, the answer to the question of whether fully fundedsystems are superior or not to pay-as-you-go systems remains unclear, as both financial systemsdeal with different advantages and limitations in terms of risk and profitability in the accumulationphase. Recently, mixtures of both systems have been proposed. However, given the impossibilityto reinvest the capital allocated in the pay-as-you-go part, the system remains time-inconsistent inthe multiperiod case. In our research, we present a Nash equilibrium and Pareto optimal capitalallocation of coexisting generations investing between pay-as-you-go and fully funded systems.In addition to reaching the cooperative and non-cooperative optimal welfare at every time, ourmodel guarantees time consistency in the multiperiod case. Our framework also allows us toshow that optimality is not reached by using a pure pay-as-you-go or a pure fully funded system,but by a mixture of both systems. Furthermore, as the optimality of this investment strategy ismeasured under a Mean Variance criterion, this model also represents an alternative solution tothe well-known time inconsistency issue of investment strategies derived under this criterion.
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In multi-state life insurance, as-if-Markov modeling has recently been suggested as an alter-native to Markov modeling in case of deterministic sojourn and transition payments. Incidentalpolicyholder behavior, on the other hand, gives rise to duration-dependent payments in the formof so-called scaled payments. This talk establishes as-if-Markov modeling also for scaled payments.To this end, we employ change of measure techniques to transfer the added complexity fromthe payments to an auxiliary probabilistic model. Based hereon, we show how to compute theaccumulated cash flow by solving a system of equations comparable to Kolmogorov’s forwardequations for Markov chains, but with the transition rates replaced by certain forward transitionrates related to the auxiliary probabilistic model. Finally, we provide feasible landmark estimatorsfor these auxiliary forward transition rates subject to right-censoring.
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Deriving a parametric random variable with respect to one of its parameters is usually consideredas a difficult task. Indeed, due to the randomness, the limit that we call derivative is not welldefined. However, ordering random variables using the convolution order can help to tackle suchproblem. This order naturally involves a small increase of a random variable, and allows us toinvestigate some quantities such as a random variable derivative. Ultimately, if we consider someclassical utility functions and a family of parametric random variables ordered with the convolutionorder, we manage to obtain some formulas for the expected utility derivative. The economicinterest of such formulas, as well as an economic example, will be provided.
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Common investment strategies ensuring guaranteed returns in equity-linked insurance productsare challenged nowadays by low interest rates [2, 3]. Thus, we study an alternative strategy whenan insurance company shares financial risk with a reinsurance company. We model this situationas a Stackelberg game, which is a bi-level optimization problem. As the number of reinsurancecompanies is significantly lower than the number of primary insurance companies and reinsurancecompanies have a rather dominant position [1], the reinsurer is the leader in the Stackelberg gamethat we consider. The reinsurance company maximizes its expected utility by selecting its optimalinvestment strategy and a safety loading in the reinsurance contract it offers to the insurer. Thereinsurer can assess how the insurer will rationally react on each action of the reinsurer. Theinsurance company is the follower and maximizes its expected utility by choosing its investmentstrategy and the amount of reinsurance the company purchases at the price offered by the reinsurer.In this game, we derive the Stackelberg equilibrium for general utility functions. For power utilityfunctions, we calculate the equilibrium explicitly and find that the reinsurer selects the largestreinsurance premium such that the insurer may still buy the maximal amount of reinsurance. Sincein the equilibrium the insurer is indifferent in the amount of reinsurance, in practice, the reinsurershould consider charging a smaller reinsurance premium than the equilibrium one. Therefore, wepropose several criteria for choosing such a discount rate and investigate its wealth-equivalentimpact on the utilities of both parties.
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We use a novel concept of ruin probabilities to optimize the asset allocation for various assetclasses in a pension fund. We look at a sponsor of a defined benefit plan, where current assets plusthe expected present value of future contributions are smaller than the expected present value ofits liabilities discounted at a "risk free” interest rate; such is the case of thousands of pension plansworth trillions of $USD. This proposal comes an alternative to the Solvency II framework.We present an alternative methodology to the classical Asset Liability Management techniquesthat consider the long-term effects of returns versus volatility, along with funding levels and fundingpolicy. For several combinations of asset allocation, with a proper concept of ruin probability, newlydefined, our approach estimates the portfolio’s probability of ruin. We particularly study the assetallocation of a portfolio that minimizes the probability of reaching a threshold, which either definesthe need to increase contributions or curtail benefits (our ruin concept), under a set of variousassumptions of initial funding, future contributions, and financial forecasting models. We will callsuch portfolio the Minimum Ruin Probability (MRP) portfolio.Our study also comes as sequel and development of the paper by Hernández-Pacheco andSalgado [1]. We explain the idea and rationale of using the probability of ruin to optimize assetallocation, its relation with other optimization techniques and novel empirical preliminary results.
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Survivor funds are financial arrangements where participants agree to share the proceeds of acollective investment pool in a pre-described way depending on their survival. This offers investorsa way to benefit from mortality credits, boosting financial returns. Following [1], participants areassumed to adopt the conditional mean risk sharing rule introduced in [2] to assess their respectiveshares in mortality credits. This talk looks at pools of individuals that are heterogeneous in terms oftheir survival probability and their contributions. Imposing mild conditions, we show that individualrisk can be fully diversified if the size of the group tends to infinity. For large groups, we derivesimple, hierarchical approximations of the conditional mean risk sharing rule.
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Insurers usually turn to generalized linear models for modelling claim frequency and severitydata. Due to their success in other fields, machine learning techniques are gaining more popularitywithin the actuarial toolbox. This paper investigates the use of artificial neural networks (ANN) aswell as the recently proposed combined actuarial neural networks (CANN, see [4]) for both claimfrequency and severity modelling. Our data preprocessing steps put focus on the multiple types ofinput features typically present in insurance pricing use cases. We use autoencoders to embedthe categorical variables into the neural networks [1] and focus on their multi-task advantages in afrequency-severity setting. Interpretation techniques provide insight into both the claim frequencyand the severity models, as well as the resulting technical tariff structure [2]. A benchmark studywith three insurance data sets allows to evaluate the robustness of our findings. Finally, we usethe workflow proposed in [3] to construct global surrogate models for the neural nets’ frequency-severity models. These surrogates enable the translation of the essential insights captured by theANNs and/or CANNs to generalized linear models (GLMs), within the actuarial comfort zone.
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We are concerned with the numerical computation of the next Volterra type integral equationof the second kind:

1− ϕ(u) =
λ

c

∫ ∞

u

(1− FX(y))dy +
λ

c

∫ u

0

(1− FX(u− y))(1− ϕ(y))dy.

As is well known, this type of integral equation arises in many scientific situation. The presentequation, which is (11.3.5) in [2] (see also [1]), describes the probability of ultimate ruin 1− ϕ(u),where ϕ(u)means the probability of ultimate survival under the classical Cramer-Lundberg model.Here λ denotes the parameter of a Poisson process which models the number of claim process,and c (> 0) is the insurer’s constant rate of premium income per unit time. FX(x) denotes thedistribution function of i.i.d. random variables for individual claim amounts.Our aim is to provide efficient numerical scheme for computing ϕ(u). Our procedure is based onthe Chebyshev-Gauss-Radau collocation method combined with the double exponential formulafor the computation of integral. First, in order to treat the infinite interval properly, we transformthe interval {u > 0} into a bounded interval {−1 < x ≤ 1} by u(x) = 2(1− x)/(1 + x)(3− x).We put ϕ(x) := ϕ(u(x)) and define the approximate solution:
ϕN(x) =

N∑
j=0

sj(x)ϕ(xj), where xj = cos
2jπ

2N + 1
(0 ≤ j ≤ N),

sj(x) =
4

(2N + 1)cj

N∑
k=0

1

ck
Tk(xj)Tk(x), cn =

{
2 (n = 0)

1 (n = 1, · · · , N)
,

and Tk(x) = cos(k cos−1 x). By the initial condition, we have ϕ(x0) = 1 − λ
c
E[X]. We then

compute {ϕ(xj)} from the discretized system of equations. In particular, we are able to numericallycompute ϕ(∞). Numerical experiments show that our scheme is efficient and accurate.
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In with-profit life insurance, the prudent valuation of future insurance liabilities leads to sys-tematic surplus that mainly belongs to the policyholders and is redistributed as bonus. For a fairand lawful redistribution of surplus the insurer needs to decompose the total portfolio surpluswith respect to the contributions of individual policies and with respect to different risk sources.For this task, actuaries have a number of heuristic decomposition formulas, but an overarchingdecomposition principle is still missing. Therefore, we introduce the so-called ISU decompositionprinciple that bases on infinitesimal sequential updates of the insurer’s valuation basis, and pictureits link to the existing heuristic decomposition formulas. Furthermore, alternative decompositionprinciples and their relation to the ISU decomposition principle are discussed.
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A family of concave distortion functions is a set of concave and increasing functions, mapping theunity interval onto itself. Distortion functions play an important role defining coherent riskmeasures.We prove that any family of distortion functions which fulfils a certain translation equation, can berepresented by a distribution function. An application can be found in actuarial science: moment-based premium principles are easy to understand but in general are not monotone and cannot beused to compare the riskiness of different insurance contracts with each other. Our representationtheorem makes it possible to compare two insurance risks with each other consistent with amoment-based premium principle by defining an appropriate coherent risk measure.
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This paper provides a dual formulation of the optimal consumption problem with internal multi-plicative habit formation. In this problem, the agent derives utility from the ratio of consumptionto the internal habit component. Due to this multiplicative specification of the habit model, the op-timal consumption problem is not strictly concave and incorporates irremovable path-dependency.As a consequence, standard Lagrangian techniques fail to supply a candidate for the correspondingdual formulation. Using Fenchel’s Duality Theorem, we manage to identify a candidate formulationand prove that it satisfies strong duality. On the basis of this strong duality result, we develop anevaluation mechanism to measure the accuracy of analytical or numerical approximations to theoptimal solutions.
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In this talk, we present upper and lower bounds for the Value-at-Risk of log-symmetric risksunder two sets of (trusted) assumptions. First, we consider the case in which the log-transformedrandom variable is known to have a unimodal and symmetric distribution with a known mean anda known maximum variance. The bounds, in this case, are sharp and significantly improve overthose available in the literature for all probability levels lower than some extreme value. However,the practical issue of this case is that the upper bound increases dramatically at extreme probabilitylevels.Second, we consider the case in which the random variable at hand is known to be log-symmetricand has a unimodal distribution with a known median, a known maximum mean, and a knownsecond moment. For high probability levels, we could derive an upper bound that is sharp andstable for extreme probability levels and consequently offer a significant improvement over thebound of the first case (and the findings in the literature) for high probability levels. Indeed, thisupper bound can be extended to the cases where the first moment is unknown but finite and thesecond moment is unknown and possibly infinite.Our findings are illustrated using real-world datasets: an automobile insurance claims datasetand a general liability claims dataset (heavy-tailed).
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We explore the implications of mandatory minimum contributions to tax-deferred retirementaccounts over the life cycle. These contributions defer housing market entry and increase loan-to-value ratios. We propose a flexible retirement saving scheme that does not force individuals tobuild up savings in a tax-deferred retirement account and only requires them to save in either ataxable account, a tax-deferred retirement account, or through home equity if they are undersaving.This flexible retirement saving scheme largely alleviates the unintended side effects of mandatoryminimum contributions and simultaneously ensures that individuals build up sufficient savings forretirement.
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The risk of a future payoff is commonly quantified by calculating the costs of a hedging portfoliosuch that the resulting position is acceptable, i.e., that it passes a capital adequacy test. A multi-asset risk measure describes the minimal external capital which has to be raised into multipleeligible assets to make a future position acceptable. Recently, the alternative methodology ofintrinsic risk measures was introduced in the literature. These ask for the minimal proportion of thefinancial position which has to be reallocated to pass the capital adequacy test, i.e., only internalcapital is used.In this talk we combine these two concepts and call this new type of risk measure a multi-assetintrinsic risk measure. It allows to secure the financial position by external capital as well asreallocating parts of the portfolio as an internal rebooking. We investigate several propertiesto demonstrate similarities and differences to the two aforementioned classical types of riskmeasures. We find that diversification reduces the capital requirement only in special situationsdepending on the financial positions. With the help of Sion’s minimax theoremwe also prove a dualrepresentation for multi-asset intrinsic risk measures. Finally, we determine capital requirementsin a model motivated by the Solvency II methodology.
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It is well known that GLMs are globally unbiased when using canonical link-functions, and ifother link-functions are used, it is easy to adjust the mean model to become globally unbiased.Further, unless the model structure is sufficiently flexible one would expect local bias. Local bias ina pricing model may lead to adverse selection effects. In dispersion modelling, local bias from apoor mean model may lead to a dispersion model that explains bias rather than true dispersion.Moreover, analysis of bias for e.g. GLMs and so-called double GLMs depend on that certainassumptions in terms of properties of exponential families are satisfied. This work is not assumingdata from an exponential family. Instead we consider distribution-free approaches for local biasadjustment, aiming to minimise the squared-error loss of piecewise constant bias-adjusted pre-dictors. This is done using two different binning strategies taking a given predictor as the startingpoint for the selection of bins where cross validation is used to determine the optimal binning.The resulting bias-adjusted predictors are piecewise constant on the set of bins selected bythe bias-adjustment procedure. In a pricing context, this can be thought of as “auto-tariffication”where the resulting locally unbiased tariff has an optimal number of unique tariff cells.Based on both simulated data and real insurance data, using both simple GLMs and GBMs, theresulting tariffs produced in this way will have a rather small number of tariff cells while maintainingor improving the predictive performance compared to the initial predictor.

The presentation is based on joint work together with H. Boström, F. Lindskog, and J. Palmquist.
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We study market-consistent valuation of liability cash flows motivated by current regulatoryframeworks for the insurance industry. Building on the theory onmultiple-prior optimal stoppingwepropose a valuation functional with sound economic properties that applies to any liability cash flow.Whereas a replicable cash flow is assigned the market value of the replicating portfolio, a cash flowthat is not fully replicable is assigned a value which is the sum of the market value of a replicatingportfolio and a positive margin. The margin is a direct consequence of considering a hypotheticaltransfer of the liability cash flow from an insurance company to an empty corporate entity set upwith the sole purpose to manage the liability run-off, subject to repeated capital requirements, andconsidering the valuation of this entity from the owner’s perspective taking model uncertainty intoaccount. Aiming for applicability, we consider a detailed insurance application and explain howthe optimisation problems over sets of probability measures can be cast as simpler optimisationproblems over parameter sets corresponding to parameterised density processes appearing inapplications.This talk is based on joint work with Hampus Engsner and Julie Thøgersen [1].
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In this talk, we propose and study a first risk model in which the insurer may invest into aprevention plan which decreases claim intensity. We determine the optimal prevention investmentfor different risk indicators. In particular, we show that the prevention amount minimizing theruin probability maximizes the adjustment coefficient in the classical ruin model with prevention,as well as the expected dividends until ruin in the model with dividends. We also show that theoptimal prevention strategy is different if one aims at maximizing the average surplus at a fixedtime horizon. A sensitivity analysis is carried out. We also prove that our results can be extendedto the case where prevention starts to work only after a minimum prevention level threshold. Wethen study the case where prevention only works for severe claims. At the end of the talk, we shallexplain how to target prevention towards the right policyholders in health insurance using somedata analytics techniques.
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Acyclic phase-type (PH) distributions have been a popular tool in survival analysis, thanks to theirnatural interpretation in terms of ageing towards its inevitable absorption. It is therefore interestingto consider the potential of multivariate PH distributions for the modelling of joint human lifetimes.In the univariate case, it was recently demonstrated in [2] that introducing time-inhomogeneityinto the stochastic construction of the PH distribution can greatly reduce the number of neededdimensions for an adequate fit of mortality rate curves.In this paper, we will consider an extension to the bivariate setting for the modelling of jointlifetimes. In contrast to previous models in the literature that were based on separate estimationof the marginal behavior and the dependence structure through a copula, using a new time-inhomogeneous version of a multivariate PH class (mIPH) we show how to model joint lifetimeswithout separating the estimation of marginal and dependence properties. This also leads to amore natural causal interpretation of the resulting model. We provide additional attributes of themIPH class and an adapted estimation procedure that allows for right-censoring and covariateinformation. We show that initial distribution vectors can be tailored to reflect information that mayaffect the dependence of random variables, using multinomial regressions to predict the influenceof covariates on starting probabilities. Moreover, we highlight the flexibility and parsimony interms of needed phases that is introduced by time-inhomogeneity. We illustrate our results on thefamous dataset of joint lifetimes of [7], where 10 phases turn out to be sufficient for a reasonablefitting performance. We finally interpret the results in terms of a correlated ageing mechanism ofjoint lifetimes that goes beyond a statistical fit.
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In this talk we will revisit Scarsini axioms for bivariate concordance measures, defined in termsof copulas (e.g., Spearman’s ρ, Kendall’s τ , Blomqvist’s β, Gini’s γ, etc.), and we will discuss severalconstructions of the so-called polynomial-type concordance measures. Constructed exampleswill show that the set of concordance measures is diverse, which will motivate further search foranswers of several decade-old M. Taylor’s questions (see, e.g., [1] and the references therein) aboutthe characterization of degree k ≥ 2 polynomial-type concordance measures in the bivariate, aswell as multivariate, setting.The talk is based on our recent work [2].
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Copulas are a powerful tool to model dependence between the components of a random vector.Onewell-known class of copulaswhenworking in twodimensions is the Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern(FGM) copula since their simple analytic shape enables closed-form solutions to many problems inapplied probability. However, the classical definition of high-dimensional FGM copula does notenable a straightforward understanding of the effect of the copula parameters on the dependence,nor a geometric understanding of their admissible range. We circumvent this issue by studyingthe FGM copula from a probabilistic approach based on multivariate Bernoulli distributions. Thispaper studies high-dimensional exchangeable FGM copulas, a subclass of FGM copulas. We showthat dependence parameters of exchangeable FGM can be expressed as convex hulls of a finitenumber of extreme points and establish partial orders for different exchangeable FGM copulas(including maximal and minimal dependence). We also leverage the probabilistic interpretation todevelop efficient sampling and estimating procedures and provide a simulation study. Throughout,we discover geometric interpretations of the copula parameters that assist one in decoding thedependence of high-dimensional exchangeable FGM copulas.
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Recent advances in machine learning allow for the development of complex models that achievehigh predictive accuracy and reveal latent societal inequalities [1]. In the actuarial context, technicalpricing of insurance products via risk classification is an essential task. The pricing of risks accordingto risk levels is referred to as discrimination.When considering factors to discriminate on, actuaries need to balance statistical accuracy withlegal and regulatory constraints, amongst a number of considerations [2]. In particular, insur-ance companies may not be allowed to price according to certain criteria—protected classes—incertain jurisdictions (e.g., gender in Europe; see [3, 4]), even indirectly. This leads to so-calleddiscrimination-free pricing, whereby prices are constructed so as to avoid the unwanted discrimi-nation. Research on that problem has gathered considerable momentum, both using traditionalstatistical models and machine learning techniques [5, 6].We propose a novel model-agnostic in-processing regularization approach to tackle algorithmicbias and ensure fair estimates with regard to protected classes. Moreover, our methodology iseasily extendable to account formultiple protected features simultaneously with aminimal increasein model complexity. Results are illustrated and contrasted with existing methodologies [5, 6, inparticular].
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The optimal reinsurance problem of several dependent risks is analysed from the point of view ofthe direct insurer. The optimal treatymaximizing the expected utility is sough assuming independentnegotiation of reinsurance for each risk, including different premium calculation principles for thedifferent risks. The dependence structure of the risks is general and the reinsurance premiumprinciples are moment based. The problem is studied considering both the presence or not ofconstraints. Example of a constraint is the Lipschitz constraint, usually imposed to avoid moralhazard. Through the analysis of optimality conditions, deduced in M.Guerra and A.B. Moura,Reinsurance of multiple risks with generic dependence structure (2021), and further developed toinclude constraints, a fixed point numerical scheme is devised to numerically obtain the optimaltreaties of the general dependent risks with or without constraints. Numerical examples arepresented and comparisons of the optimal solutions for dependent risks under constraints andwith no constraints are performed.
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Stochastic reserving and calculation of capital requirements for variable annuity (VA) exposuresrequire providers to calculate risk measures such as Value at Risk and Conditional Tail Expectation.In this paper, we propose a numerical method to speed up the stochastic simulation for thecalculation of risk measures of a VA portfolio at time zero. Our proposed method is therefore onlydeveloped for a stochastic simulation that is not nested, however we expect that extension tonested simulation is possible. Even though the method is specifically targeted at the calculation ofrisk measures for a VA portfolio, it could also be generalized to any portfolio of assets requiringstochastic simulation. If we define l0(Pi,Ωj) to be the net liability of policy Pi at scenario Ωj , thenthe aggregated net liability of the whole portfolio at scenario Ωj will be:

L0(Ωj) =
N∑
i=1

l0(Pi,Ωj),

and the risk measures are:
V aRα := inf {y : P [L0 ≤ y] ≥ α} ,

CTEα := E [L0 | L0 > V aRα] .

Our proposed method uses an emulation framework, where we replace the calculation of thecontract’s net liability l0(Pi,Ωj) with an approximation f(·), such that l0(Pi,Ωj) ≈ f(Z(Pi), ξj)where Z(Pi) is the input of policy Pi and ξj is the input from the equity market that correspondsto the market condition at scenario Ωj . Function f , called an emulator, is a surrogate modelconstructed by fitting a neural network model over a training set consisting of net liabilities of somecontracts at a few selected scenarios. The equity market input ξj is a large input consisting of thetrajectories of multiple financial assets over a long time horizon, so we use Multivariate FunctionalPrincipal Component Analysis to reduce its dimension. In our emulation framework, Monte Carlosimulation is carried out normally, however because the surrogate model can estimate a contract’snet liability faster than exact calculations can compute, it runs faster than normal Monte Carlosimulation. Moreover, we can use the proposed framework quite efficiently to single out scenariosthat most likely belong to the tail region, and since calculation of risk measures only requires tailevents this leads to an obvious reduction in computational time compared to brute-force MonteCarlo simulation.
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The aim is to present selected issues arising when looking for an adequate model for long-termpredictions of lifetables. Experience comes from analysis of Polish national lifetables for the period1958-2020, and ages 0-94.At the first stage Lee-Carter-type models have been fitted to the data. For each gender threecalendar effects have been extracted, representing evolution of mortality of separated (partly)age groups: the young, the adult, and the old. Additionally, the restricted cohort effect has beenincluded, too. Apart of the global effects (calendar and cohort) a kind of “local” effects havebeen captured through autoregression of residuals. Autoregression function encompasses as wellresiduals from some adjacent ages as well as the current and some past years. Such two-dimesionalautoregression resembles a little bit specifications in some spatial models, however, the similarityis limited.Parameters have been estimated by ML, assuming t-distribution of residuals, and imposingseveral hard and soft restrictions.Results confirm that essential long-term behavior is reflected sufficiently by calendar effects.Global cohort effects as well as autocorrelation, possibly important for predictions within short ormoderate horizon, could be neglected when long-run trends are of interest.
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This part of the research focus on looking for a 6-dimensional time series model, good enoughto capture long-term evolution of calendar effects that have been extracted by the Lee-Carter typeof model, described within Part 1 of the presentation. Analyzed time series show that slope oftrends is not stable. This is especially evident for adult males with the dramatic change of slopearound 1991, however, one can observe symptoms of similar trend changes also for adult females.Some symptoms of trend changes could be observed for other age groups and other time epochs,as well.The instability of trends raises the question of meaningfulness of models designed to producelong-run projections, such as these that we use for analyzing stability of pension systems or riskof long-term life insurance. It seems that a proper model should incorporate this instability intoits specification. We have to accept that point predictions are burdened by large errors. Perhapsthe best thing to do is to focus on measuring the scope of uncertainty. This may lead to designingpension and life products that are more flexible, perhaps leaving some part of risk on the side ofpensioners/insureds.Technically, the presentation focuses on criteria for model selection suitable when the aim islong-run projections. After setting a list of desired properties of long-run behavior, a range ofadmissible specifications has been set. Within this range selection might be based to a larger extenton goodness of fit and related criteria, traditionally used for model selection by econometricians.The results confirmed that:
• changes of mortality observed within all 6 subgroups young, adult, old×males, females arestrongly interrelated – which concerns as well trend changes as deviations
• the slope of trends varies in time significantly,
• errors of long-term prediction are dramatically larger for models with proper specification ascompared to some “naive” models that ignore stochastic variations of trends.
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We consider a premium control problem in discrete time, inspired by [1] and [2], formulatedin terms of a Markov decision process. In a simplified setting, the optimal policy can be derivedwith dynamic programming methods. However, these classical methods are not feasible in amore realistic setting due to the dimension of the state space. Hence, to combat the curse ofdimensionality we explore reinforcement learning techniques, using linear function approximation,see e.g. [3]. We illustrate the appropriateness of the approximate optimal policy compared with thetrue optimal policy in a simplified setting, and further demonstrate that the approximate optimalpolicy outperforms benchmark policies in a more realistic setting where classical approaches fail.This is based on joint work with F. Lindskog.
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We consider the sum Sξ

n := ξ1 + ...+ ξn of possibly dependent real-valued random variables
ξ1, ..., ξn with heavy tailed distributions. We are interested in asymptotic behaviour of the tailmoment E((Sξ

n)
α
1{Sξ

n>x}), where α is a nonnegative real number. Our main objective is to asymp-
totically bound this tail moment by the sums of individual tail moments E((ξk)α1{ξk>x})with somespecific correcting constants. We apply the obtained results by deriving asymptotic estimations forthe Haezendonck-Goovaerts risk measure of sums with dominatedly varying increments.
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A (time-inhomogeneous) semi-Markov model is a multi-state process whose jump probabilitiesare dependent on the current state, elapsed time, and duration since the last jump. In the contextof life insurance contracts, semi-Markovian models allow for transitions that are not only age-dependent, but also dependent on the time elapsed since the person last transitioned betweenstates; see [1] and references therein. In this talk we show how semi-Markovian models can beapproximated arbitrarily well, in a pathwise sense, by a tractable class of time-homogeneousMarkov jump processes, which are constructed by observing the original semi-Markov modelat an increasingly dense set of Poisson arrivals. Our approximation opens the window to studydescriptors of semi-Markovian life insurance models (for example, their transition probabilities) bymeans of homogeneous Markov jump processes. This work is partly based in [2].
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In life insurance, the discounted cumulative future payments of an insurance contract areof central interest, but they are usually unknown at present. Given the available information,conditional expectations are considered instead, enabling the insurer to calculate the so-calledprospective reserve.We extend the insurance model by considering contractual payments that may depend non-linearly on the prospective reserve and we allow for non-monotone and restricted informationstructures. In the existing literature, see for example [1], a filtered probability space and theapplication of martingale theory are central to showing existence and uniqueness of solutions tothe corresponding BSDE formulation of the prospective reserve. These martingale methods do notwork under information shrinkage, so the infinitesimal martingale concept, introduced in [2], isused instead.In my talk, I use the fixed-point theorem to show existence and uniqueness of the non-adaptedpayment process itself, before extending the results to the prospective reserve and the calculationof a net equivalent premium.Applications of the theory include legal restrictions, like the ’right to erasure’ (General DataProtection Regulation 2016/679), and model simplifications, like unisex-tariffs.
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The gradual improvement in mortality rates over the last few decades is halted in 2020-2021 by amortality shock produced by the COVID-19 pandemic. Other pandemics and epidemics (e.g. cholera,Spanish flu) or wars have caused similar shocks in the less recent past. We aim to assess the impactof mortality shocks on the calibration of a stochastic multi-population mortality projection modelof type Li and Lee [5] and its resulting projections for future mortality rates. This type of mortalitymodel has become a standard for projecting mortality in Belgium and the Netherlands [1, 4].We augment the Li and Lee mortality model with an age-dependent mortality jump componentto account for potential mortality shocks in future mortality rate projections. Adding an age-dependent regime-switching mortality process [2, 7] or an age-dependent transitory jump process[6] to the Li and Lee mortality model are two possible options. We calibrate this mortality model onannual death counts and exposures at the level of individual ages. This type of mortality data aretypically collected, produced and reported with a significant delay of - for some countries - severalyears on a platform such as the HumanMortality Database [3]. To enable a timely evaluation of theimpact of the COVID-19 pandemic data points in 2020-2021, we have to rely on other data sources(e.g., the Short-Term Mortality Fluctuations Data series) that swiftly publish weekly mortality datacollected in age buckets. To be compliant with the design and calibration strategy of the Li andLee model, we transform the weekly mortality data collected in age buckets to yearly, age-specificobservations using our proposed protocol [8]. To summarize, our research provides a toolbox forsimulating various mortality scenarios, both with and without shocks, and allows us to quantifythe impact on future mortality rates and the valuation of life contingent risks.
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In this paper we establish the expression of the best estimate of a zero-coupon survival bondwhenmodeling the interest rates and themortality rates with two Hull andWhitemodels correlatedto each other, meaning thatwe relax the traditional assumption of independence betweenmortalityrisk and interest rate risk, like in [1].We end up with a very elegant multiplicative structure in which the price of the zero-coupon sur-vival bond with correlation is expressed as the price without correlation times a factor representingthe correlation impact.After calibration based on [2], we investigate the impact of the inclusion of correlation on theprice of a zero-coupon survival bond from different perspectives.First we perform sensitivity analysis on the price of correlation with the aim of identifying towhat extent each of the parameters appearing in the price of correlation formula influences thefinal value. The key outcome is that when some of the aforementioned parameters (especiallythe value of maturity) take values in the upper part of their range, the impact of correlation canbecome very significative and has to be taken into account!Second, leaving the survival probability apart, we can write the yield to maturity of the zero-coupon survival bond with correlation, as the sum of the yield to maturity without correlation andthe yield to maturity of correlation. We then perform the same kind of sensitivity analysis.Finally, we compute the price of annuities with and without correlation and conclude.
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Benefits and premiums in life insurance contracts are typically paid contingent on the biometricstate of the insured. Due to delays between the occurrence, reporting, and settlement of changesto the biometric state, the state process is not fully observable in real-time. This fact implies thatthe popular multi-state models for the biometric state of the insured are not able to describe thedevelopment of the policy in real-time.When calculating prospective reserves, one therefore has to account for the fact that the currentlyobserved biometric state might be changed retroactively due to the arrival of new information.This phenomenon gives rise to the need for incurred-but-not-reported (IBNR) and reported-but-not-settled (RBNS) models, which are currently not well described in the context of multi-state lifeinsurance models.We highlight the need for a unifying approach. Subsequently, we give a fundamental treatmentof the problem in the setting of continuous-time multi-state life insurance by introducing a newclass of models: transaction time models. Furthermore, when specializing to disability insuranceschemes, we derive an explicit formula for the IBNR and RBNS reserves.
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Modelling of implied volatility surfaces of crypto assets, such as Bitcoin and Ether, is challengingwhen applying conventional stochastic volatility (SV) models. On the theoretical side, the dom-inance of inverse pay-off functions requires stronger conditions for the existence of equivalentmartingale measures. On the practical side, the positive correlation between the price-returnsand volatility and price may either invalidate some SV models or pose tight restrictions on modelparameters.First, we introduce a market model for the valuation of vanilla and inverse options on cryptoassets under the equivalent martingale money market account measure and the inverse spotmeasure. We derive conditions for the existence of such valuation measures under conventionalSV models and we show limitations of popular SV models when the correlation between returnsand their volatility dynamics is positive.Second, we introduce the lognormal SVmodel with the quadratic drift for arbitrage-free dynamicsof implied volatilities. Despite the non-linear drift, we show that the volatility process has a strongsolution. We derive the domain model parameters for which the equivalent spot and inversemeasures exists.We then develop an analytic approach for valuation of options on price and quadratic variancebased on a newmethod of affine expansion for the moment generation function of price processeswith non-affine and non-linear dynamics. We proof the stability of the expansion method anddemonstrate its accuracy in option pricing applications.We finally illustrate the application of the lognormal SV model for calibrating and modeling ofBitcoin and Ether volatility surfaces using Deribit options exchange data.
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The financing of long-term care causes intense interest due to demographic changes and agingpopulation in many countries. While many care-intensive conditions begin to manifest at higherages, the assessment of the financial costs, the infrastructure and the number of qualified personnelbecomes a necessity. In order to evaluate these costs and needs, the overall burden of institutionalcare can be derived from the duration of stay in dependence and the intensity of help provided tothe elderly for their activities of daily living. In this research, we aim to model these two aspectsusing novel longitudinal data from nursing homes in the canton of Geneva in Switzerland. Ourdata contains comprehensive health and care information, including physical and psychologicalimpairments, levels of dependence, and pathologies, on about 21 000 individuals. On the onehand, we build an accelerated failure time model to study the influence of selected factors onthe duration of care. On the other hand, a beta regression model describes the intensity of care.Our main findings show that the duration, apart from age and gender, is mainly affected by thepathologies and number of different diagnoses, while the intensity of care is driven by the individuallevel of dependence and specific limitations. Using both evaluations, we simulate the total careburden for individual profiles. Our study sheds light on the relevant physical and psychologicalhealth indicators that need to be accounted for, not only by the providers of institutional care, butalso, e.g., by the government when setting up care policies, and by insurance companies for thepricing of long-term care cover.
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Due to advanced medicine and increased quality of life, people live longer. In many developedcountries the population aging comes with a series of issues related to the organization and thefinancing of long-term care. The determinants of the overall institutionalized care burden are well-studied in previous works and, thus, the understanding of the expenses is achieved. On the otherhand, the organization of the institutionalized long-term must satisfy the requirements of bothinstitutions and elderly. One way to optimize the management is to leverage the information onhealth issues of the elderly to assess the required qualifications of the personnel and the allocationof newcomers. In this research we aim to determine the typical health profiles of institutionalizedelderly using novel longitudinal data from nursing homes in the canton Geneva in Switzerland. Ourdata contains comprehensive information of the health factors such as psychological and sensoryfunctions impairments, levels of limitations, and pathologies, on about 18 000 individuals coveringthe period from 1996 to 2018. First, we perform a spectral clustering algorithm and determinetypical health profiles of the institutionalized elderly. Then, using a multinomial logistic regressionwe study the effects of the health factors that determine the health profiles. Our main findingsshow that there are eight typical profiles, the biggest of which consists of the most “healthy”elderly who on average require the least amount of help for their daily needs and who stay in theinstitution the longest. We show that, unlike the age at entry and the gender, the limitations andthe set of pathologies are relevant factors in determining the health profile. Our study sheds lighton the typical structures of elderly health profiles, which can be used by the institutions to organizeinfrastructure and human resources as well as by the insurance companies to derive profile-basedproducts bringing additional insurance coverage in case of needs and in line with elderlies’ healthtrajectories.
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The ageing of the population is leading to reforms in Social Security systems with negativeimpact on the levels of retirement income. One way to minimize this impact is to reinforce therole of complementary pension schemes. Pension projections can be an important tool to supportindividuals in their decision-making process about saving for retirement and have been a part ofseveral initiatives at the EU level.This work focuses on the development of a calculation tool for making pension projections inthe scope of occupational DC schemes. We aim to study the potential performance of differentinvestment strategies using an Economic Scenario Generator framework and to evaluate the impacton the retirement income that such strategies will produce, considering also different assumptionswith regard to mortality and interest. The model developed considers three main risk factors: (1)financial market risk, which includes uncertainty over return on investments, inflation and interestrates; (2) labour risk, originated from uncertainty over the real wage growth path; (3) demographicrisk, as a result of increasing life expectancy.
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We consider the discrete time risk model with two seasons. In such model, the claims repeatwith time periods of two units, i.e. claim distributions coincide at all even instants and at all oddinstants. Our purpose is to derive an algorithm for calculating the values of the particular case ofthe Gerber-Shiu discounted penalty function E

(
e−δT1I{T<∞}

), where T is the time of ruin, and δis a constant nonnegative force of interest. Theoretical results are illustrated by some numericalexamples.
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We investigate the relation between one-year reserve risk and ultimate reserve risk in MackChain Ladder model in a simulation study. The first goal is to validate the so-called linear emergencepattern formula, which maps the ultimate loss to the one-year loss, in case when we measure therisks with Value-at-Risk. The second goal is to estimate the true emergence pattern of the ultimateloss, i.e. the conditional distribution of the one-year loss given the ultimate loss, from whichwe can properly derive a risk measure for the one-year horizon from the simulations of ultimatelosses. Finally, our third goal is to test if classical actuarial distributions can be used for modellingof the outstanding loss from the ultimate and the one-year perspective. In our simulation studywe investigate several synthetic loss triangles with various duration of the claims developmentprocess, volatility, skewness and distributional assumptions of the individual development factors.We quantify the reserve risks without and with the estimation error of the claims developmentfactors.
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Are long-term care insurance customers likely to come with greater
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Reflections and simulations from a survey in Switzerland
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The long-term care insurance (LTCI) market in Switzerland is still in a very early developmentstage. In this work, we make use of a representative sample of the Swiss population to simulatethe likely effects of previously discovered information asymmetries in the LTCI market. We builda model based on Monte Carlo simulations and provide estimations of the expected probabilityto lose autonomy in a lifetime and the duration of dependence. We do this by developing newfindings on age preferences when purchasing LTCI and desired cover levels, as well as by resortingto previous findings’ on LTCI preferences of potential customers, probabilities to lose autonomy byage and gender, and the factors affecting duration of dependence [1, 2, 3]. Thereby, we comparethe dependence frequency and severity of the sub-population that has shown interest in LTCIwith the general population in different mortality scenarios. Indeed, we find that, in the Swissdemographic context, individuals have a high probability to experience loss of autonomy in theirlifetime. Moreover, through sensitivity analysis, we show that plausible mortality variations sufficeto change the probability to lose autonomy by more than 3%. Consequently, we identify thepopulation aged between 80 and 85 years as key for the demand for long-term care. From ouranalysis we do not find evidence to believe that those interested in LTCI coverage are so basedon privileged information about them being at greater risk. In fact, by contrasting people’s beliefsabout their own chances to lose autonomy and our model’s results, we show that most individualsare not aware of their risk to lose autonomy, which makes potential adverse selection in the LTCImarket rather difficult.
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[2] Fuino, M. and J. Wagner (2020). Duration of long-term care: Socio-economic factors, type ofcare interactions and evolution. Insurance: Mathematics and Economics 90, 151-168.
[3] Fuino, M., J. Wagner, and A. Ugarte Montero (2021). On the Drivers of Potential Customers’Interest in Long-Term Care Insurance: Evidence from Switzerland.
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As the risks associated with aging start to materialize, societies become more aware of thefinancial consequences of long-term care (LTC). While limited coverage is available through so-cial insurance in many countries, attractive offers of private products barely exist and a lack ofknowledge about LTC insurance (LTCI) persists. Based on a novel survey on aging, health anddependence carried out in Switzerland, this research aims to comprehend the key drivers thatmake individuals interested in buying care insurance products for themselves in Switzerland. Usingmodels that combine features from both classical statistics and machine learning techniques, wedepict the characteristics of potential buyers based on key economic, social, demographic, andpolitical factors. We find that factors relating to the awareness and understanding of LTC turnout to be extremely relevant. Further, we observe that self-perceived health, behavior, and trustrelationships between customers and insurers are important. Socio-economic factors only play asecondary role in the decision-making process. Our findings are relevant beyond the academiccommunity and for policymakers and private insurers alike.
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In this talk we will address the risk-minimization problem, with and without mortality securi-tization, à la Föllmer–Sondermann for a large class of equity-linked mortality contracts when nomodel for the death time is specified. This framework includes situations in which the correlationbetween the market model and the time of death is arbitrary general, and hence leads to the caseof a market model where there are two levels of information—the public information, which isgenerated by the financial assets, and a larger flow of information that contains additional knowl-edge about the death time of an insured. We will derive the dynamics of the value processes of themortality/longevity securities used for the securitization, and decompose any mortality/longevityliability into the sum of orthogonal risks by means of a risk basis. Next, we will quantify, as explicitlyas possible, the effect of mortality on the risk-minimizing strategy by determining the optimalstrategy in the enlarged filtration in terms of strategies in the smaller filtration. We will obtainrisk-minimizing strategies with insurance securitization by investing in stocks and one (or more)mortality/longevity derivatives such as longevity bonds.
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[2] Choulli, T., Daveloose, C., Vanmaele, M. (2021). Mortality/longevity risk-minimization with orwithout securitization.Mathematics 9(14), 1629 (27 pages).
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A volatility swap is a forward contract on an asset’s annualized, realized volatility, over a fixedperiod of time [1]. At expiration, the payoff of the contract is given by

Notional× [min (CapLevel, RealizedVolatility)− VolatilityStrikePrice] .
The cap level limits the risk exposure of the issuer of the contract and is most often fixed at 2.5times the strike.Volatility swaps are directly exposed to the volatility of the underlying asset, making volatility atradable market instrument. For this reason, the contracts are nowadays popular tools in fund-based risk management and are used for both speculative and hedging purposes. Volatility swapsare traded over-the-counter, meaning that no price is readily available on exchange. However,fund managers can call upon external pricing entities to receive the current price of a specificcontract. In reality, this price is often the end product of an unknown internal procedure. Moreover,occasionally, prices from different pricing sources differ substantially, which hampers the correctvaluation of an investment fund.In this presentation, we showhowwe can deploymachine learning techniques based onGaussianprocess regression to price capped volatility swaps [2]. This model then serves as a validation toolfor external prices of volatility swaps, assigning red lights to prices that are too distant from thepredicted value.To this purpose, we build a unique dataset consisting of daily observed prices of traded volatilityswaps over the lifetime of the contract, on individual stocks as well as stock indices. Beforesettlement of the contract, the unknown component within the payoff structure is the realizedvolatility, meaning that especially features with predictive power for this future realized volatilityneed to be taken into account. To this end, information from the impliedmoments on the underlyingasset is exploited, to complement other features such as strike, (remaining) time till maturity andaccrued volatility up to the valuation date.
References
[1] Demeterfi, K., Derman, E., Kamal, M. and Zou, J. (1999). More Than You Ever Wanted To KnowAbout Volatility Swaps. Quantitative Strategies Research Notes, Goldman Sachs, March, 1–52.
[2] Rasmussen, C. E. and Williams, C. K. I. (2006). Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning. MITPress.
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Loss reserving generally focuses on identifying a single model that can generate superior predic-tive performance. However, different loss reserving models specialise in capturing different aspectsof loss data. This is recognised in practice in the sense that results from different models are oftenconsidered, and sometimes combined. For instance, actuaries may take a weighted average of theprediction outcomes from various loss reserving models, often based on subjective assessments.In this paper, we propose a systematic framework to objectively combine (i.e. ensemble) multiplestochastic loss reserving models such that the strengths offered by different models can be utilisedeffectively. Criteria of choice consider the full distributional properties of the ensemble. A notableinnovation of our framework is that it is tailored for the features inherent to reserving data. Theseinclude, for instance, accident, development, calendar, and claim maturity effects. Crucially, therelative importance and scarcity of data across accident periods renders the problem distinct fromthe traditional ensembling techniques in statistical learning.Our ensemble reserving framework is illustrated with a complex synthetic dataset. In the results,the optimised ensemble outperforms both (i) traditional model selection strategies, and (ii) anequally weighted ensemble. In particular, the improvement occurs not only with central estimatesbut also relevant quantiles, such as the 75th percentile of reserves (typically of interest to bothinsurers and regulators).
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The task of modeling claim severities is addressed when data is not consistent with the classicalregression assumptions. This framework is common in several lines of business within insuranceand reinsurance, where catastrophic losses or heterogeneous sub-populations result in data difficultto model. Their correct analysis is required for pricing insurance products, and some of the mostprevalent recent specifications in this direction are mixture-of-experts models. This talks proposesa regression model that generalizes the latter approach to the phase-type distribution setting.More specifically, the concept of mixing is extended to the case where an entire Markov jumpprocess is unobserved and where states can communicate with each other. The covariates then acton the initial probabilities of such underlying chain, which play the role of expert weights. The basicproperties of such a model are computed in terms of matrix functionals, and denseness propertiesare derived, demonstrating their flexibility. An effective estimation procedure is proposed, based onthe EM algorithm and multinomial logistic regression, and subsequently illustrated using simulatedand real-world datasets.
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The present paper introduces a simple aggregated reserving model based on claim count andpayment dynamics, which allows for claim closings and re-openings. The modelling starts off fromindividual Poisson process claim dynamics in discrete time, keeping track of accident year, reportingyear, and payment delay. This modelling approach is closely related to the one underpinning theso-called double chain-ladder model, and it allows for producing separate reported but not settled(RBNS) and incurred but not reported (IBNR) reserves. Even though the introduction of claimclosings and re-openings will produce new types of dependencies it is possible to use flexibleparametrisations in terms of, e.g., generalised linear models (GLM) whose parameters can beestimated based on aggregated data using quasi-likelihood theory. Moreover, it is possible toobtain interpretable and explicit moment calculations, as well as having consistency of normalisedreserves when the number of contracts tend to infinity. Further, by having access to simple analyticexpressions for moments it is computationally cheap to bootstrap the mean squared error ofprediction for reserves.Based on joint work with Mathias Lindholm, Stockholm University.
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In recent years, as the demand for cyber insurance has increased tremendously, cyber insurancemarkets around the world have been growing and the range of available cyber policies has beencontinuously expanding. Many cyber experts agree that pure risk transfer cannot be an optimalcyber risk management solution, and the beneficial potential of including pre-incident and post-incident services into cyber policies is being recognized by insurers and prospective insurancebuyers alike (see e.g. [2]).This talk addresses the question of pricing such services optimally from the insurer’s viewpoint,i.e. under which conditions it makes economic sense for a profit-maximizing, risk-averse insurer toshare the cost burden of providing such services.The interaction between buyer and insurer is modelled as a Stackelberg game, where bothparties use distortion risk measures with concave distortion functions, yielding a similar problemfor the insurance buyer as considered in [1].After explaining how the notions of pre-incident and post-incident services map to the conceptsof self-protection and self-insurance, we detail how in the considered set-up, in the univariate casethe insurer will always shift the full cost of self-protection services to the insured. However, thisdoes not generally hold for the pricing of self-insurance services or when taking a multivariateviewpoint, in which case it can be optimal (and even mandatory to find an acceptable contract forboth parties) to share the cost of risk reduction service between insurer and policyholder(s).
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A model for multifactorial genetic disorders to quantify the impact
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model using heart attack as a case study
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With the evolution of genetic research, our understanding of the genetic architectures of diseaseshas been enhanced, as well as our ability to predict disease risk. The accompanying progress ofdirect-to-consumer genetic test services makes it easier for the general public to understand oreven predict their own risk of diseases of interest. PRS is one such genetic test result that canadd a person’s understanding of their disease risk. As the individual-level genetic profile, PRShas the ability to identify high-risk groups when used independently or jointly with other riskfactors, and the potential to inform early interventions, which may impact future morbidity andmortality. Although at present PRS can only explain a small proportion of variability in disease risk,the impact of PRS on the foundations of the insurance industry will become increasingly evidentas the technology evolves. This study gives a brief picture of what PRS is, what PRS means forinsurers and the ways in which PRS can influence customers’ insurance choices. Using heart attackas the case study, a simulation-based model is designed to quantify the impact of PRS on insurersunder different levels of risk prediction performance. This study employs the liability thresholdmodel (LTM) to simulate the disease liability and PRS, which connects the hidden disease liabilityof parents with the overall disease liability and PRS of offspring, and links disease prevalence inconsecutive age groups with the disease liability for both parents and offspring. The age-specificprevalence rates used in LTM are derived from one-year transition intensities between the healthystate and the heart attack state in a 4-state Markov model, whose intensities are calculated basedon data from epidemiology studies. A series of validations are conducted on our simulated data sets.Validation results show that our simulated data can mimic the real data efficiently. For example,we compare the proportion of heart attack events in each PRS strata for different sets of PRSwith various risk prediction powers, confirming that even the set of PRS with lowest accuracy isuseful in risk prediction. The risk stratification ability between family history and PRS is compared,and we find that family history is a patchy source of information in separating the high risk andlow risk groups compared to PRS. The premiums for different PRS risk groups are calculated andcompared to the overall premiums when PRS risk information is not available. The extent of thepercentage decrease in premium for the low-risk group and the extent of the increase for thehigh-risk group are calculated for different settings. Adverse selection due to PRS is measuredat various insurance market sizes, using different combinations of the proportion of PRS resultsavailable and the proportion of insurance purchasing controlling for market size. The accuracy ofPRS and the proportion of PRS results available are the main parameters influencing the severity ofadverse selection. Our study provides a framework to examine the impact of PRS, which allowsextension to PRS with any accuracy or purchasing behaviour of interest.
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This paper considers a hybrid variable annuity (VA) contract embeddedwith guaranteedminimumaccumulation benefit (GMAB) and guaranteed minimum death benefit (GMDB) riders where thepolicyholder has the option to surrender anytime prior to maturity. The contract promises thereturn of the premium paid by the policyholder, or a higher rolled-up value, at the end of theinvestment period or upon policyholder’s death. The product design is structured around a two-account setting where management fees and related costs associated with being invested in theunderlying mutual fund are deducted from the investment account. Guarantee fees for financingthe GMAB and GMDB riders are deducted from a separate cash account both of which are ownedby the policyholder from inception of the contract. This setting general enough to accommodatevarious fee structures proposed in literature and reflects typical product features for some VAcontracts traded in Australia, rather than a single investment account setting often specified inexisting literature. We have incorporated stochastic mortality in the valuation framework byadopting the Renshaw and Haberman model [3] calibrated to the Australian mortality data fromthe Human Mortality Database to facilitate numerical illustrations. Our setting naturally leads toa unique valuation framework which we tackle utilising the method of lines algorithm [1, 2]. Weanalyse the interplay of management and guarantee fees under the two-account setting and howthey influence policyholder surrender behaviour. Retirement income securities are tax free beyondpreservation age of 60 in Australia, as such, we analyse policyholder behavior prior and past thispreservation age.
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Let {ξ1, ξ2, . . .} be a sequence of independent and real-valued random variables (r.v.s). Let

S0 = 0, Sn = ξ1 + ξ2 + . . . + ξn for all n ∈ N andM∞ = sup{S0,S1,S2, . . .}. In 1997, Sgibnev[1] obtained the upper bound for moment Eφ(M∞) in the case of independent and identicallydistributed random variables and a non-decreasing submultiplicative function φ : [0,∞) → [0,∞).If Eξ1 < 0 and E ehξ1 < ∞ for some positive h, then the Sgibnev result for the exponentialfunction φ implies that
P
(
M∞ > x

)
⩽ c1e

−c2x, x ⩾ 0,

with some positive constants c1 and c2.If a sequence {ξ1, ξ2, . . .} consists of independent but possibly differently distributed randomvariables, then the similar estimate also can be derived. In [2], we derive the similar inequalityunder the following conditions
(i) lim sup

n→∞

1

n

n∑
k=1

E
(
ehξk

)
< ∞ for some h > 0,

(ii) lim sup
n→∞

1

n

n∑
k=1

E ξk < 0,

(iii) lim sup
u→∞
n→∞

1

n

n∑
k=1

E
(
|ξk|I{ξk⩽−u}

)
= 0,

For the proof we use the martingale approach together with the fundamental Wald’s identity. Asan application we derive a few Lundberg-type inequalities for the ultimate time ruin probability ofthe inhomogeneous renewal risk model.
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